
CITRUS LANGOUSTINE, 
ENOKI MUSHROOMS & PISTACHIO, 

COCONUT-LIME EMULSION 

EXPERT MASTER CLASS
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NICOLAS SALE



COMPLETION TIME
50 minutes

COOKING TIME
45 minutes

REST PERIOD
-

TOTAL COMPLETION TIME
1 hour 35 minutes

SPECIFIC UTENSILS

o Grate
o Immersion blender (with mixing blade and 

emulsion blade)
o Sieve lined with cheesecloth
o Mortar

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

INGREDIENTS

SERVES 3 : 

o 18 langoustines
o 7.1 oz enoki mushrooms (200 g)
o 1 oz pistachio paste (30 g)
o 0.5 oz pistachios (15 g)
o 16.9 fluid oz whipped whole liquid 

cream (500 ml)
o 3.4 fluid oz coconut milk (100 ml)
o 1 oz butter (30 g)
o 2 lemons
o 2 oranges
o 1 lime
o 1 Kaffir lime
o 2 tomatoes
o 1 lettuce
o 1 white onion
o Butter
o Olive oil
o Borage cress
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STEP 1 – CITRUS POWDER

Grate the orange and lemon zests above a cooking sheet 

lined with some parchment paper or a silicon sheet.  

 

Bake in a ventilated oven at 302° F (150° C) for 15 minutes. 

 

Using a mortar, mix and grind until you get a fine citrus 

powder.  

CHEF TIPS

o Instead of using a mortar to grind 
the fruit zests, it is possible to finely 
chop them with a knife; you can 
also use a coffee or spice grinder. 

o You can add other ingredients, such 
as pepper or dried capers (as a 
substitute for salt). 

o This powder can be used to season 
a white fish or some vegetables like 
asparagus, for example.  

INGREDIENTS

o 1 lemon

o 1 orange
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STEP 2 – PEELING & DEVEINING THE LANGOUSTINES

Separate the head of the langoustine from the rest of the 

body.

When you remove the head, what you are left with is made 

of two distinct parts. Keep the part that is closest to the 

body and discard the other part. 

 

Remove the claws and set them aside. 

 

Using your hands like claws to break the belly carcass. 

Pinch the langoustine until you hear a clattering sound, 

then flip the langoustine and remove the meat, carefully. 

 

Devein the langoustines; to do so, delicately remove the 

abdomen part (the dark-colored string). 

 

Remove the grains of sand if necessary.

 

Keep the meat from the langoustine on one side and the 

carcasses (minus the head part) on the other. 

Refrigerate at +39° F ( +4°C).

CHEF TIPS

o Using your hands in a claw-like 
manner allows you to peel them 
without injuring yourself.  

o Peel the langoustines very slowly. 

o Get some medium-sized 
langoustines if possible because the 
bigger the langoustine, the longer it 
will take to cook. On the other hand, 
if the langoustines are small, be 
careful not to overcook them. 

o Buy the langoustines the morning 
you plan to prepare this dish in 
order to ensure the maximum 
freshness. The langoustine is a very 
fragile and perishable product. 

o The langoustines can be eaten raw, 
accompanied by a cream of Bresse 
AOP, with a turn of the pepper mill 
and a few seeds of lemon caviar. 

o Plan to serve at least 5 or 6 
langoustines per person. 

o If you lose sight of the abdomen 
while pulling it out, use a knife or 
make a small incision to get it back. 

INGREDIENTS

o 18 langoustines
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STEP 3 – NAGE OF LANGOUSTINES

Place the langoustine carcasses in a large pan and, using a 

rolling pin, go ahead and crush them. 

Add the orange zests and the Kaffir lime. 

 

Cut the tomatoes in 4 and place them in the pan. 

 

Cover with cold water.

 

Let the mixture simmer for 20 minutes. 

 

Strain using a sieve lined with cheesecloth.

Set aside at room temperature.

CHEF TIPS

o Use the “cold water start” method, 
do not turn on the stove. The 
ingredients should be immersed in 
cold water and then brought to the 
boil. 

o Grinding the carcasses allows the 
langoustine juice to come out. 

o Do not use the white part of the 
orange rind because it would add 
some bitterness to your dish. 

o The flavor of a Kaffir lime is much 
more potent than a regular lime: use 
it with great parsimony.  

o It is not necessary to remove the 
tomato stalk. 

o The langoustine nage can be 
prepared beforehand and stored in 
the refrigerator. 

INGREDIENTS

o 1 orange

o 1 Kaffir lime

o 1 lemon

o 2 tomatoes
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ÉTAPE N°4 – LETTUCE CHLOROPHYLL

Peel the white onion and chop it up. 

 

In a pan, over medium heat, add the olive oil and then add 

the onions to sweat them. 

 

Remove the pan from the heat and let the onions cool 

down.

 

In another pan, bring some water to the boil.

 

Go ahead and prepare the lettuce: remove the heart and 

only use the greenest leaves. 

Place the lettuce leaves in the pan and blanch them.

Using tongs, remove the lettuce leaves and strain them. 

Keep the cooking water.

 

Add the onions to the lettuce.

Mix with an immersion blender.

Drizzle a small quantity of cooking water to dilute the 

chlorophyll.

 

Strain with a sieve lined with cheesecloth.

 

Set aside at room temperature.

CHEF TIPS

o The onion and the lettuce are used 
for the chlorophyll which will 
complement the pistachio paste by 
softening it and intensifying its 
green color. 

o When you chop an onion, it often 
makes you cry but you can prevent 
it by rinsing the onions with cold 
water, for example. 

o Use the outer leaves of the lettuce; 
they are greener and are perfect to 
prepare the chlorophyll.

o Use the inner leaves, which are 
whiter, to make a salad. 

INGREDIENTS

o 1 lettuce

o 1 white onion

o Olive oil
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STEP 5 – COCONUT-LIME EMULSION

Over medium heat, let the langoustine nage simmer and 

reduce it by half.

 

Add the coconut milk, the butter and three spoons of 

whipped whole liquid cream. 

 

Pour the mixture in a bowl and, using an immersion 

blender fitted with an emulsion blade, make an emulsion.

 

Add the lime juice.

 

Set aside at room temperature.
CHEF TIPS

o Do not over boil the mixture 
because it could throw off the 
balance of the langoustine flavors.  

o To get a nice looking emulsion, use 
the special emulsion blade with the 
immersion blender. 

INGREDIENTS

o 3.4 fluid oz coconut milk (100 ml)

o 16.9 fluid oz whipped whole liquid 

cream (500 ml)

o 1/2 lime

o 1 oz butter (30 g)



INGREDIENTS

o 7.1 oz enoki mushroom (200 g)

o 1 oz pistachio paste (30 g)

o 0.4 oz pistachios (10 g)

o Unsalted butter (a knob)
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STEP 6 – PAN FRIED ENOKI MUSHROOMS & PISTACHIO

Heat up a frying pan and add a knob of butter. 

Cut the ends of the enoki mushrooms and separate them.

Cook the enoki mushrooms in the pan.

 

Meanwhile, put the pistachio paste in a round-bottomed 

bowl and add a little bit of chlorophyll. 

 

Add the enoki mushrooms to the pistachio paste and the 

lettuce chlorophyll. 

Mix well.

 

Cut the pistachios in half and add them to the mixture.  

CHEF TIPS

o The pistachio paste is very potent in 
taste, use it with great parsimony.
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STEP 7 – PAN FRIED LANGOUSTINES

Over medium/high heat, heat up a pan with a little bit of 

olive oil. 

 

Place the langoustines on their backs. 

Add some citrus powder to season and flavor the 

langoustines. 

 

Lower the heat and flip the langoustines over. 

Add a knob of butter.

Set aside. 

CHEF TIPS

o Depending on the size of the 
langoustine, the cooking time may 
be very brief.

INGREDIENTS

o Unsalted butter  (a knob)

o Olive oil



INGREDIENTS

o Borage cress

o Pistachios

o Lime
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STEP 8 – FINAL PLATING

Take the enoki mushrooms and roll them up like 

spaghettis, then place them in the center of your plate. 

 

Arrange 5 to 6 langoustines, delicately, around the enoki 

mushrooms, to form a starfish pattern.

 

 Sprinkle some pistachios over the enoki mushrooms.

 

 Decorate with some borage cress.

 Sprinkle some citrus powder all around it. 

 

 Emulsify the coconut-lime mixture again. 

 Pour the emulsion around the langoustines. 

 

 Sprinkle the dish with some lime zest. 

 

 And VOILA CHEF! Enjoy, it is ready to eat!

CHEF TIPS

o Adding some borage cress brings 
some color and some vegetal 
texture to the dish.

o Use the immersion blender and give 
a few “jolts” to create an emulsion.

WATCH NICOLAS SALE’S MASTERCLASS VIDEO ON WWW.VOILACHEF.COM


